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				Extension cables, Spider splitters,
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				Putting so much power in so little space. We call it Turtle for its shape and solid shell. But don't be fooled: it's all but slow.
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				Our multiple sockets are solidly built and reliable.
You'll never find such trustworthy bricks to your work.
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                All the power you need,
whenever you need it
All the power you need,
whenever you need it
                High quality equipment for the power distribution chain
High quality equipment
for the power distribution chain
                
                				
                
                PowerBox factory offers a vast range of PDUs, distro boxes, racks, panels, adapters, 
cable extensions and splitters to safely manage power distribution, all 
designed and built to be fully compliant with the safety regulations. Our production includes 
innovative customized sub-assembly of component rails for our customers,
 utilizing PowerBox components to provide excellent cost savings and 
certified product dependability.
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                CEE Marking
IEC 61439-1
CEE Marking
IEC 61439-1
                                
                				
                
                Conformity declaration, inspection report, mechanical  drawing, warnings and instructions. We have it all.
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                100%
Customizable
100%
Customizable
                                
                				
                
                In addition to our standard range, the extreme level of possible customizations provide an almost limitless number of solutions.
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performances
Reliable
performances
                                
                				
                
                We want our products to keep their performances stable over time. You know you will always be able to count on them.
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Long-term
quality
                                
                				
                
                Your investment is guaranteed in the long term, as our products are designed and built to have a long life span.
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                Maximum
safety
Maximum
safety
                                
                				
                
                Our number one priority is to make that our equipment is always safe for the operators.
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maintenance
Easy
maintenance
                                
                				
                
                Designed for easy maintenance and time-saving components replacement.
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to move
Simple
to move
                                
                				
                
                Because we know we live in a fast paced world and things are constantly changing.
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to shocks
Resistant
to shocks
                                
                				
                
                PowerBox designs its products  to perform even in the most harsh environments.
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                19'' Rack 
Flightcase
19'' Rack 
Flightcase
                A custom power distro 
built to be on the move
A custom power distro 
built to be on the move
                
                				
                
                63amp to 400amp versions
PowerBox racks refined in the smallest details: color of plugs and sockets,
identification labels, accuracy in the design and the accessories. Made to be extremely reliable and fully customizable.
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                Cube series
Cube series
                Presenting the undisputed
 Lightweight Champion
Presenting the undisputed
 Lightweight Champion
                
                				
                
                Moulded in a special Glow Wire Test compliant insulating material, 
reducing its weight by 40% and eliminating risk components. Easy to move
 and stack up.
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and Cables
Soca Splitters
and Cables
                The best components and designs
for your PowerBox Soca items
The best components and designs
for your PowerBox Soca items
                
                				
                
                Socapex 19-pin compatible extension cables, spider splitters, break-out and splitter boxes.
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Heavy-duty
                Power in a steel suit.
What else would you ask for?
Power in a steel suit.
What else would you ask for?
                
                				
                
                PDUs specifically suited for harsh work
environments and outdoor applications.
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Turtle Line
                Putting so much power
in so little space
Putting so much power
in so little space
                
                				
                
                We call it Turtle for its shape and solid shell. But don't be fooled: it's all but slow.
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Brick Line
                You'll never find such trustworthy bricks for your work
You'll never find such trustworthy
bricks for your work
                
                				
                
                Our multiple sockets are super reliable, the right fit for your power distribution.
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MiniBrick Line
                Made to be on stage
Made to be on stage
                
                				
                
                Portable MiniBrick multiplier and adapter boxes, available in many different I/O configurations.
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S2W 480amp
                PowerSyntax
Multiplier | Adaptor | Phase inverter
PowerSyntax
Multiplier | Adaptor | Phase inverter
                
                				
                
                Available with EU, UK, AUS
and USA color coding.
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Y Splitters
                Single-phase 2-way
16amp | 32amp
Single-phase 2-way 16amp | 32amp
                
                				
                
                Extend your potential on temporary power management in totally safe ways.
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                Technical features 
Technical features 
                Discover what makes PowerBox products great
Discover what makes PowerBox products great
                
                				
                
                Technical specs, notable design 
features and a focus on the high quality Syntax connectors we use in our
PDUs, boxes and other products.
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                A design tailored
for your needs
A design tailored
for your needs
                We'll build your own bespoke distribution box according to your requirements. Choose model, dimensions, input, outputs, meters and safety switches. Let's shape your ideal layout together!
We'll build your own bespoke distribution box according to your requirements. Choose model, dimensions, input, outputs, meters and safety switches. Let's shape your ideal layout together!
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Connect to us
                                
                				
                
                Follow our LinkedIn page to keep updated about all the latest news from the Valentini world!
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